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Insight

 Executive Director Sarah Boone

       As I write you, we are in the midst of a pandemic of historic proportion that draws 
comparisons to the Spanish Flu of 1918, which took place a little over a century ago. 

Theatre Jacksonville, which was born in 1919 directly out of the aftermath of that long-ago pandemic, is also 
coming to the end of its historic 100th season and looking ahead to its 101st – which now promises to be even 
more noteworthy than the last. The parallels are striking. 

It is in times of extreme crisis and duress that humanity turns to creative expression to make sense of a changing 
world. A resurgence in community theater, the music of the Roaring ‘20s, and some of the most significant 
fine art movements in modern times followed WWII, the Spanish Flu, and the Great Depression. A few short 
months ago, it was impossible to relate to those who experienced events like these in the first part of the 20th 
century. Now we can empathize 
more than ever with the need 
for artists, poets, and musicians. 
People draw, dance, sing, and 
write their way through confusion, loneliness, grief, and despair – seeking timeless methods and moments of 
connection and joy in even the darkest of times. And they usually emerge on the other side stronger and more 
determined than ever. 

This will undoubtedly be true for our world following this Coronovirus of 2020. And it is the same for us at 
Theatre Jacksonville. When we emerge on the other side of this pandemic, there will be a renewed appreciation 
of our mission to be a place where the community can fully participate in the invaluable experience of the 
theater arts. 

In the meantime, we are turning to creative expression to craft the start of the second 100 years of our timeless 
organization. It is at once terrifying because of the many uncertainties and changes, but also incredibly exciting. 
We are living in a time when we have technological tools with capabilities for human connection that our 
ancestors could only have imagined in their wildest dreams. And we are grateful for opportunities to think 
outside the box – as you will see in our plans for our Creative Connectivity for Kids summer camp and in our 
new membership model for subscribers. 

Our popular summer camp will return and will combine entertainment and technology in a virtual format, 
thanks to a partnership with Magic Box Productions of New York. Because we will not be limited geographically 
to Jacksonville, this will allow us to bring in talented guest teaching artists and expand our student base.

The transition to a yearly membership model, rather than a subscription with a certain number of shows, allows 
our community support to deepen during a time when those who can are expanding their commitment to 
invaluable organizations like community theaters. It also allows for a necessary level of flexibility regarding our 
upcoming season, due to unknown factors such as theater seating capacity and re-opening/production dates.  

What we do know, however,  
is that we plan to include our 
postponed Northeast Florida 
debuts of Guess Who’s Coming 
to Dinner and Matilda the Musical in next year’s season. We can also assure you that while the end of our 100th 
season did not end with quite the bang that we had planned, Theatre Jacksonville is heading into our 101st 
season stronger than ever and more determined to continue to “enrich lives and broaden cultural understanding 
through community participation in theatre arts” for at least another century. 

Please stay safe and healthy, and stay tuned for news about dates for our upcoming 101st season as we are able  
to provide them to you. 

       Sarah Boone 
       Executive Director

   “Theatre Jacksonville...was born in 1919,  
         directly out of the aftermath of that long ago pandemic.”

   “When we emerge...the community can fully participate  
                        in the invaluable experience of the theatre arts.”
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for KIDS
Connectivity

Creative
Summer Camp 2020

The mission of Theatre Jacksonville, and 
its Education Department, is ultimately 
about the people we serve. The students 
who attend our summer camps each 
year are perhaps some of our most 
important patrons – they are the future 
of theatre arts. This unique global 
situation is an opportunity to meet these 
young people exactly where they are. 
Right now, that is at home. 

In place of our traditional summer 
camp, we have developed a unique 
summer experience called Creative 
Connectivity for Kids that allows students 
to explore various aspects of theatre and 
entertainment through virtual learning. 
With a goal of broadening our own tools 
as an institution, we have partnered with 
Magic Box Productions of New York to 
create a virtual summer camp that brings 
entertainment and technology together.

Often the concepts of “theatre” are limited 
to actors, directors, set, and costumes. 
This is the ideal opportunity to broaden 
the understanding of theatre by exploring 
processes that we often do not see once 
the curtain goes up. Utilizing accessible 
and user-friendly virtual platforms, 
Theatre Jacksonville and Magic Box 
Productions will offer four unique one-
week camp sessions, each targeting a 
specific behind-the-scenes or, as we are 
calling it, “between the lines” genre of 
technology/entertainment. 

Cross-Country Collaboration
Collaboration is a necessary term in theatre – it is a true team effort. Our partnership with Magic Box 
Productions allows for dynamic cross-country collaboration, with exposure to new ideas from guest 
teachers and artists. It also provides the opportunity to broaden student participation to those living 
outside of the Jacksonville area. We hope to have a cross-country group of participants, so spread the 
word about Creative Connectivity to your friends and relatives everywhere!

Week 1 – Stop Motion (Session A: June 8-12/Session B: July 6-10)  
Students will learn the detailed art of stop motion, utilizing technology and materials found at home.  
The week will begin with an introduction to animation, developing the basic tools and culminating in a 
finished stop-motion short of students’ own making.

Week 2 – Radio Play (Session A: June 15-19/Session B: July 13-17)  
Students will develop a unique story and from there be instructed how to utilize the materials in their 
home to create the soundscape of their tale. This session is an introduction to Foley Artists, who provided 
the sound during old radio plays, as well as the movies of today.   

Week 3 – Newsroom (Session A: June 22-26/Session B: July 20-24) 
There is no shortage of news in our current climate, but we often forget about the voices of those who are 
smaller than us. Since students navigate this world each day just like everyone else, they will create their 
own bustling newsroom with stories that mean something to them personally. The session will include 
how to perform in front of a green screen and keep the energy of a cohesive news report, all achieved with 
technology from the comforts of students’ own homes. 

Week 4 – Virtual Museum (Session A: June 29-July 3/Session B: July 27-31) 
With an introduction to photography, students will learn about composition, lighting, and story as they 
create their own gallery of moments captured through the eyes of another (photos taken from a bird’s 
eye or a bug’s eye view). The week will include an education about the ins and outs of curating an exhibit, 
which will culminate with the creation of a virtual tour of art from area museums.

Weekly Sessions, Monday-Friday 9AM-2PM

At Home/Technology Requirements
We will be surveying families to understand what devices each student has access to, and this information 
will allow us to tailor the programming to those specific devices. Yet while these programs do involve 
virtual learning and the use of technology, the programming also involves plenty of engagement in 
creative, tactile activities that take students off-screen. This fulfills two crucial components of theatre: 
seeing and doing – without which, true “theatre” does not exist. There are also opportunities for parent 
involvement. A parent/guardian will not need to be present during all activities, but parents will actually 
be able to see student process and the work that goes into creation, as opposed to only taking part in the 
finished product.   

AGES:  7-14 years old

DATES/COSTS: 
Session A:  June 8-July 3, 2020 (All four weeks) $550
 Week One: June 8-12, 2020 (Stop Motion) $150/week
 Week Two: June 15-19, 2020 (Radio Plays) $150/week
 Week Three: June 22-26, 2020 (Newsroom) $150/week
 Week Four:  June 29-July 3, 2020 (Virtual Museum) $150/week

Session B:  July 6-31, 2020 (All four weeks) $550
 Week One: July 6-10, 2020 (Stop Motion) $150/week
 Week Two: July 13-17, 2020 (Radio Plays) $150/week
 Week Three: July 20-24, 2020 (Newsroom) $150/week
 Week Four:  July 27-31, 2020 (Virtual Museum) $150/week

REGISTER TODAY: www.THEATREJAX.com



For our 2020-2021 season, Theatre Jacksonville will now be offering All-Access Membership 
packages for individuals and families. The unprecedented pandemic situation that we are 
currently facing brings with it many unknown factors. Because of this, our 101st season will 
need to be somewhat adjustable. We have restructured our subscription program to build 
in this necessary flexibility, while still allowing our dedicated and vital supporter base to 
continue to receive benefits they have come to expect. 

Unlike the former Subscriber model, which was a one-time discounted rate for a set number 
of productions each year, our Membership package is a one-time payment that will include 
All-Access Complimentary Passes to all Mainstage shows, both in person and virtual, as 
well as additional discounts for tickets, as available. We appreciate your commitment to this 
somewhat “surprise” 
season, given its 
unknown quantity 
and capacities. Please 
know that we will do 
our best to provide 
as many traditional 
mainstage shows 
as we can given the 
constraints of this 
pandemic, and that 
we are so grateful 
for your investment 
today to support our 
exciting landmark 
101st season.

Individual tickets for all our productions will still be available prior to each show – however, 
with the probability of extremely limited seating in the playhouse, we strongly encourage the 
advance purchase of memberships in order to guarantee seat availability for the whole season. 
Your membership will also be an important part of our fundraising efforts as we begin our 
next year.

Name

Mailing Address

City                                                State       ZIP

Exp. Date                                               Sec. Code

Best Phone             Alt Phone

Email

Card #

o New Member o  Renewing (2019-2020 subscriber) 

o  Check enclosed payable to  
Theatre Jacksonville, Inc. 
2032 San Marco Blvd. 
Jacksonville, FL 32207

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY  
Date Rcd ____________
Date Dp ____________
Date Mld ____________

Individual Memberships
Current Subscribers Only:
Renewing price is discounted to include two 
postponed 100th season productions.

Individual Adult Renewing Member  
(18-59 years old) ............................................ $90

Individual Senior/Military Renewing Member  
(60+ or military ID) ........................................ $75 

New Subscribers:
Individual Adult Member  
(18-59 years old) ............................................$125

Individual Senior/Military Member  
(60+ or military ID) ......................................$100

All individual memberships receive one 
complimentary All-Access Pass for Theatre 
Jacksonville Mainstage offerings. Additional 
show tickets will be available for $21, as 
available. 

Family Memberships
New Family Membership ............................$325

Renewing Family Membership ................ $265

All family memberships receive three 
complimentary All-Access Passes for Theatre 
Jacksonville Mainstage offerings. Additional 
show tickets will be offered for $21, as available.

Individual Tickets
Member tickets (as available) ......................$21

Non-member tickets (as available) ...........$26

All individual tickets for non-members to any 
Theatre Jacksonville production will be $26 
and will be offered on a show-by-show basis 
as available. Seating for the foreseeable future 
will be limited, so there is no guarantee that 
individual tickets will always be available. 

For more information about how you can make a contribution or plan your legacy gift to the theatre, 
contact Theatre Jacksonville Executive Director Sarah Boone at (904) 396-4425 or sboone@theatrejax.com

JOIN NOW!
INTRODUCING MEMBERSHIPS
FOR OUR 2020-2021 SEASON

Become a Member of Theatre Jacksonville for the 101st Season.  
Benefits includes an All-Access Passes for the 101st Mainstage offerings. Dates and  
Seating Charts will be released upon lifted restrictions.

QTY: New Renewing*
_____  Individual Adult Member (18-59 years old)  $125 $90 = $_________
_____  Individual Senior/Military Member** $100 $75 = $_________
_____  Family Membership (3 memberships) $325 $265 = $_________

*Renewing Member (Exclusively for 100th Season Subscribers)  **60+ or military ID

Additional Tax-Deductible Donation to assist in offsetting COVID 19 Impacts:      $________
     
            TOTAL AMOUNT to be charged: $________

MEMBERSHIP FORM 2020-2021

All-Access! 
Theatre Jacksonville Memberships Available Now!
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